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1. Introduction. A compact subset Z of the complex plane C is said to be remou'

able for bounded analytic functions iffor any open set U containing E every bounded

analytic function in U\E has an analytic extension to U.lt is not hard to see that

this condition is independent of t/, seefZ,Appendix IIl. Thus, by Liouville's theorem,

E is removable if and only if the only bounded analytic functions in C\,9 are the

constant functions. The removability property can be formulated in terms of the

analytic capacity y(E);

y(E) :.9plit lrfk)|,

where the supremum is taken over all functions/which are analytic in C\E and

for which lf@)l=l for z(C\E and lim,*- f(z):0. Then E is removable if
andonlyif ?(E):Q, see [G2,p. l0]orlZ,p.l38l.

A classical sufficient geometric condition, essentially due to Painleve, for 7 (E) : Q

is HL(E):O where är is the one-dimensional Hausdorff (i.e. length) measure,

IG2, p.11. This is not necessary; examples of sets E with ?(E):0 and H1(E)>0

have been given by Vitu3kin [V1] and Garnett [Gl]. In this paper we give geometric

conditions which imply )l (E) : 0 and apply to a lar ge class of sets with 0 = ä1( E) = *.
It can be checked that both Vitu5kin's and Garnett's examples satisfy these condi-

tions. In fact, Garnett's example, the product of the ll4-Cantor set with itself, is a
particular case of a self-similar set with finite I11 measure, which all are removable

by the corollary in Section 4. However, inlG2,IV. 2l Garnett showed with a modified

Cantor construction that there are removable sets with non-o-finite I11 measure.

These are not covered by the results ofthis paper.

The sets considered in the main theorem in Section 3 are irregular in the sense

of Besicovitch [B1], [82], and thus have the property that their orthogonal projec-

tions on almost all lines through the origin are of measure zero. In [V2] Vituikin
conjectured that this condition alone would be both necessary and sufficient for
removability. Under the additional condition Ht(E\=- this would mean that E
is removable if and only if E is irregular. To one direction this is known: If fF(E)< -
and y(E):0, then E is irregular. In fact, if ,E were not irregular, it would inter-

sect some rectifiable curve in a set of positive fI1 measure. On the other hand, a
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compact subset F of a rectifiable curve is removable if and only if Ht(F):0, see

IMD].
I want to thank B. Oksendal for bringing this field of problems to my attention

and the referee for his useful comments.

2. hregular sets. Let EcC with Ht(E)-.-. The upper and lower l-dimen-
sional densities of ,E at a point a€C arc

and

D (8, a) : lim*sup HL(EnB(a, r))lQr)

D(E, a) : limoinf HL(EaB(a, r))lQr),

where B(a, r) is the closed disc with centre a and radius r. Besicovitch defined E to
be irregular if and only if D(E, a)-l for HL almost all a€E. One of his most
important results is that this is equivalent with the property that the orthogonal
projection of ,E on almost every line through the origin is of measure zero, see [B2].
Besicovitch also characterized irregular sets as those which have approximate meas-

ure-theoretic tangent almost nowhere and which intersect every rectifiable curve

in a set of measure zero [B1]. An exposition of Besicovitch's theory will appear in
a forthcoming book by Falconer [FK].

For 0=0<2n and a(C let Hr(a) be the half-plane {z:lme-t0(z-a\=0}.
We shall use the following two density theorems, see [FH, 2.10.19] and [Bl, p. 3l7l:.
(1) Suppose EcC is fll measurable with HL(E)<. -. Then

U2 < D(8, a) = I for Ht almost all aQ.E.

Q) If E is irregular, then for every 0110,2n)

2(E^Ho@), o): o for HL almost all a(8.

We say that 0€[0, n) is a weak tangent directionfor E at aif D(E, a)>0 and

for all ä >0

lim inf r -1 IlL {z ( E n B (a, r) : llm e- t0 (z - a)l = 6 lz - ql) : O.
r+o

Note that by replacing lim inf by lim sup we would get Besicovitch's definition for
the line through a in the direction 0 to be a tangent for ,E

It is possible that a set has one, several or none weak tangent directions at its
points. One can even construct sets ,E such that HL(E)< -, ålrd for every a€.E,

D(E,a)>O and all directions ?ClD,ru\ are weak tangent directions for E at a.To
such sets our theorem does not apply.

It follows immediately from the definition that given aQC the set of those

0€10,n) which are not weak tangent directions for E at a is open in [0, n). Thus if
A is an IF measurable subset of E with Hr(A)>0 and if for HL almost all a(A
there is such a direction, then the set of all pairs (a, 0)<Av.\O, z) for which 0 is
not a weak tangent direction for E at a has positive HLXHL measure.
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3. The main result. We shall now prove the main theorem:

Theorem. Let E beacompactinegularsubsetof C with Ht(E)-.-. Suppose

thut for , Hr almost all a(E, D(E, a)>O and there l^r 0€[0, n) which is not a weak
tailgent directionfor E at a. Then y(E):O.

Proof. Letf be an analytic function in C\E with lfQ)l=l and lim,- *f(z):O.
It suffices to prove that f vanishes identically. We first show that there is an Hr
measurable function E: E*C such that

(1)

and
(2)

Since Ht(E)< oo we

measurc p with support on

J'k) : I "e dH'( for z€c\^E,

IEG)I = L for (€ 8.

find with the help of lG2, II.3.1l a finite complex Borel
.E such that

"f(z):l# for z€C\E.
>2

Using [G2, II.2.1] we see that p(D\: - I a" f(Od(l(2ni\, whence

(3) lp@)l = Ht(ilD)lQn),

whenever D is adisc with I uo I l(-"1-rdlpl(dHLz=-. Here lpl denotes the total
variation measure of ,u. Using Fubini's theorem one sees that this condition holds
for almost all discs with fixed centre. From this it follows by approximation that (3)
actually holds for all discs.

Using the definition of 111 one derives from (3) that lpl(A)=H'(A) for any
Borel set AcC. Therefore p is absolutely continuous with respect to H7, and more-
over the Radon-Nikodfm derivative g satisfies lql=1, that is, (l) and (Z) ttota.

lf HL(E):O or E(z\:O for Ha almost all z(E, we are done. So we assume
that Ht(E\>0 and that E does not vanish I1l almost everlnvhere on d and we
complete the proof by showing that then/cannot be bounded.

According to [FH, 2.8.18 and 2.9.131E is approximately continuous at ä1
aimost all a€E in the sense that for all e>0

(4) lirgr-tHt{z€EnB(a,r): lEk)-E(a)l > e} : 9.
rlo

Using 2(l), 2(2) and the assumptions of the theorem, we find such a point a and
0(10,n) with the additional properties that E(a\+O,

0 < 2(8, a) = D(E, a) = 1",

2(EnHr(a), a) : 0,

and that 0 is not a weak tangent direction for E at a. ln fact, we are using the last
remark of Section 2 wrth a:{a: E@)*0) to ensure that the set of all pairs (a, g)

(s)

(6)
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with the above properties has positive HLx.HL measure. Without loss of generality

we may assume that a:0, E(0):B>0 and 0:0.
Since 0 is not a weak tangent direction at the origin, there is ö,0=ö<1f2,

such that

(7) a: li1ornfr-rPt(EaC(")) =0,
where

C(r): {z: ölzl= llm zl, lzl=-vtt.

Let mbe a positive integer. We also denote

'B(r) : B(0' r)'

g : {z: ölzl =lm z},

P:{z:0=Imz=ölzl},
H: Ho(o\ - {z: Im z = 0},

t: all6,

e = 2-Laöaff ,

il : Re E, o:ImE,
P : {z(E: u(z) = pl2, lu(z)l = s}.

Using (0--(7) we-find ^S>0 such that for all 0=r< S

(8) äl((E\r)^ B(r)) = er,

(9) Ht(znn1r)) = +r,

(10) nt(annan(S)) = es,

(11) Ht(E^C(r\) = q,rl2.

Denote J:l'S and for j:1,...,m

Then 
Ri : EnB(tr-rS)\S(riS).

Ht(RtnFaC'1

> Hr (E^C (ri-1 s)) - äl(rnrlri 51; - ,r11((E\F)n^B(s) - F(,EnänB(s)
>_ q,ti-LSl2-4ti S-2eS: (al2-4t-2t1t-)1i-tS > 2-saF-tS.

Let z€B(ås/2)\E If l(l>s and Im(>äl(1, an elementary calculation gives

_1ö12
-tm (-z = r[rl- and 

E=4 = lfl '
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Using these inequalities and (9) we estimate

'^ I ̂ ,nrn"f 
dHL c > ff I *,n,n"ä o,'t

= 2-nöp(ti-L S)-12-sati -1S : 2-?6a8,

ll .,^, ^"f or' rl = N ! ̂
,f,, 

an' t

whence 
<2e(ti57-t4ti-LS:8e/-1 =2-8öafr,

(12) -I- f- -gd7'( = 2-8öup.., RrnFnC C- z

From (8) and (10) we get

ät(rR ,F) < eti-l^S < e^S

so that 
ä1(R'nr1) = es'

(13) 
l./.^,.."r.*,n ,eor'(l 2Qi s1-t2rs = 2-toöaf.

Let o='2-La6a\t. By simple calculation -ImU(-z)=--oll(l whenever l"l=
"l(lla and Im(>O. It follows that for all ((FnD\,B(s) and z€B(osl4)\E

6!@-: -u(AIm]-r1On"ål-z l-z L-z

Hencc =-oll(l-2ellcl = -Z-tzöa|tlll.

(14) -r-Årnrn re dHL ( = -2-12öaft(ti s)-L4F-LS : -2-Lo6uf.

Putting together the estimates (12)--{l{ we obtain

-I- f- Y(0 orrt > 2-söap.r Rt (-z
Consequently,

(15) -Im./rnatsr:. 
^o# 

dH'( = m2-söup.

Our final goal is to find z so that ll "E@lG-z)dHt(l 
is hrge. In view of (15)

we still have to eliminate the possible cancellation coming from inside B(s) and
outside,B(S). For this we use the following simple lemmas:
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Lemma l. Let 0=r=-, Q<4<1 and c>0. If 1t isapositiueBorelmeasure
on C with U(n(r1)=cr, then, L2 denoting the Lebesgue measure on C,

L'z{z<BQr): I ",f?"1=- 
al = 2ncqrzlM.

Proof. Let

1 : 
{zeB(nr), [ ",rffi =- rl.

By Fubini's theorem,

MLz(a) = I ̂ l ",#l d.Lz z : I 
"r,rl ̂ ffi o, e

= I uo, I ^*r# 
dp ( : 2ntrp(B(r)) < 2nc4r2.

Lemma 2. Let g beananalyticfunctionin B(R). If lSk)l=-ZI'{ for zeB(R)
and if there is w€B(Rl2\ such that lg(w)l=N, then

Lz{zeB(R): lsQ)l = Nl2) = nR2lt6.

Proof. Let A: {z(B(R): l7k)l=Nl2}. Using the mean value property we get

for 0<.r<Rf2,

lr = ls (lv)l : lf u"r,,,, 
g(0 dHL (l2nrl

= .1(N | 2) H L (0 n 1w, r)\,a ) + 2 Nfl L (0 n (w, r) n A)l I 2nr

Hence = Nlz+(Nlnr)HL(08(w,r)nA).

and 
Hr(08(w, r)aA) > nrl2,

Lz(A) = fit' n'@n{w, r)aA) a, = @12\ Iit' r dr : nR2lI6.

We now complete the proof of the theorem. As D(-S, 0)= 1 and HL(E)= *
there is c, t=c< _, 

;:,:;:.,",,j:; T::;1i,, = r < 6.

We choose m so large that

M : m2-Lo öup > 2cl4 with I : ol4,

N: M-4c-l > 162c.

Since M=2c14 we can apply Lemma I to find zo€B(Zs)\E such that

l/""^,, f^o*rl= r-
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This combined with (15) gives .

write lf"^rrrffio''el=- ''
.f(r) : I 

" 
n",e d nr ( * f n n nrzsrrr<sr I dff ( * f n:sr,re dH' c,

and observe that as zr(B(Sl2)

lÅn','o."," ,* o"el= 1z1';nr(znB(2s)) = 4c'

whence

l/"'.*'o# o"el=- M-4c-1 : 'ry''

Next we show that there is z#B(S\ such that

(16) 
l/"..,,,r#? o*tl=r*.

If this is false, we can apply Lemm a 2 to the function g,

g("'): I",,^roed.H'(,
to obtain 

Lz{z€B(s): ls@)l =- Nl2l = ns2lt6.

On the other hand, Lemma I implies

, 
t'{z€.8(s)\.8: lf(z)-sk\l= Nl4}

: z'ta(B(s)\E: 
l"f,n" ,,r# apel= *tal = nsz(t-16clN).

From -l{>162c we see that the sum of these two measures is greater than z,S2;

therefore there is zeB(S)\E such that ls@)l=-nlZ nd lf(z)-g(z)l=il/4, But
then lf(z)l=Nl4>|, which is impossible. This proves (16).

Next we write

g(z) :/rn",n"..r,, ,e dnt(* In,.n r8d.Hr(.
Here

l./"n,"r,.."o ,e,an'tl= u,s)HL(EaB( s\) = 4c'

whence

11,.. ",,rffi 
an' el= 2N - 4c > N'
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Argurng as above we find zz(BQS) such that

I r :9 or,sl = r*.
l'r E\B@s) ( - z2 

|

Continuing in this manner we find for every k a point zk<B(2k-rs) such that

I r 39 dH,tl = 2N.
lJ rra(z*D (-zr 'l

But -E\B(20,S):0 for sufficiently large k, and we have arrived at a contradiciion.

4. Self-similar sets. Roughly, a set is self-similar if it can be decomposed into
a finite number of parts geometrically similar to the whole set. Ordinary Cantor
sets are examples. We consider only sets with Hausdorff dimension one, since those

of dimension less than one are always removable by Painlevd's theorem, and those

of dimension greater than one are never removable by [G2,III. 3.5]. The following
definitions are due to Hutchinson [H].

Let E be a compact subset of C with Hausdorff dimension one. Suppose -E is

self-similar, that is, there exist contracting similarity maps St, ..., Sn: C*C, n>2,
such that

S,E and ät(Sr EnS;E) - 0 for i * i.

We also assume that the open set condition is satisfied: There is a bounded open

non-empty set O such that

SrO c. O and SrOn SiO - 0 for i * i.

This always holds if the S;,E's are disjoint, cf. [H, 5.2(2)j. We have by [H, 5.3(l)],
O<H|(E)=- and -(E,a)>O forall aQE.

By [MP, 4.3] there are only two possibilities: Either.E lies on a straight line,
in which case it actually must be a line segment, or E intersects every Cr curve in
a set of ä1 measure zero, which implies that it is irregular. In the second case it
follows from [MP, 4.2lthat.E has no weak tangent directions at all. Thus we have

the following corollary to the theorem:

Corollary. Let E be a compact subset of C with Hausdorff dimension one.

Suppose.that E is not a line segment, E is self-similar, and that the open set condition
is satisfied. Then y(E):Q.

nE- TJj:1

n

TJ
i:1
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